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Pitt report says Congress needs to step up funding to Pa. for election costs
amid pandemic
...need more money, and Congress ought to be the one stepping in to do that,”
saidChristopher Deluzio, policy director for Pitt's...
Source

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - Apr 30, 2020

Pitt Medical Students Create School-Wide Community Service Effort To
Help Others During Coronavirus Pandemic
Students at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine are still finding ways to pitch in
during the coronavirus pandemic. Ben...
Source

KDKA-TV Online - May 01, 2020

A pre-coronavirus glimpse of a Chinese city that will never be thought of
the same way again
...Wuhan. Weisberg is a distinguished visiting professor at the University of
PittsburghSchool of Law, on leave from the Cardozo Law School...

Source

New York Daily News Online - Apr 30, 2020
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UPMC ready to provide full medical services
...to delay necessary care,” said Dr. Donald Yealy, chair of the UPMC and the University of
Pittsburgh Department of Emergency Medicine. “We...
Source

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - Apr 30, 2020

The Info War Over Chloroquine Has Slowed Covid-19 Science
...of the Center for Pharmaceutical Policy and Prescribing at the University of Pittsburgh. Of
course, Raoult wasn't the only scientist on...
Source

Wired Online - May 01, 2020

Report: More federal cash needed for a safe, secure 2020 election
...than the actual amount needed, according to a report authored in part by a University of
Pittsburgh researcher. “The state and local...
Source

Tribune-Review Online/TribLIVE.com - Apr 30, 2020

Pittsburgh doctor creates Double Play to help local restaurants and people
facing hunger. You can help.
I knew that things were going to get rough in Pittsburgh," says Baratz. "I knew that the two
communities going to get hit particularly hard are the...
Source

NEXTpittsburgh - Apr 30, 2020

Pittsburgh area March jobless rate rises, economist sees 16% in April

"I'm pretty certain the region is looking at something above 16% (jobless rate) for April,"
said Chris Briem, a regional economist with the University...
Source

Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - Apr 29, 2020

New York doctors thank UPMC for helping during COVID-19 crisis
"We, as part of UPMC, established an operations center to help our hospitals help their
patients through telemedicine, and one of the beautiful things...
Source

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - Apr 30, 2020

It Will Probably Take Longer Than 12 to 18 Months to Get a Vaccine
Researchers are already thinking about how mass vaccination could go faster, through
delivery methods that do not require a trained clinician to...
Source

Slate - May 01, 2020

